Design

Leonardo AW-109 GrandNew on behalf of a private client

Our customer utilised ALTEA’s interior & exterior design and customer representation services for the design and specification of this unique private helicopter.

ALTEA was regularly on site at Leonardo’s facilities in Italy for production oversight, completion management, final delivery.
Design

- Complete custom interior & exterior design
- Every detail considered, exceeding customer’s expectations
- ALTEA raised supply chain ambition, continuing support to final delivery
From concept to completion, ALTEA is known for precise attention to detail.

The team has enjoyed award-winning success in the business jet arena having secured exclusive mandates for the acquisition, interior design and outfitting of aircraft, notably for governments, Heads of State and large corporations.
THE ALTEA difference
Our major achievements on this project

- Fixed design budget
- Customisation delivered into manufacturer’s standard delivery schedule
- Customer representation and technical support until delivery into South America

140 years’ collective completion experience
27 VIP completions

Aircraft worth $1.1 billion acquired/sold/leased

Award winning design
For those who want fresh thinking secured by experience